
Drought: Water Crisis Deepens in Western States
The chronic Western drought continues to affect the entire Colorado River Basin. 
Lakes Mead and Powell are less than half-full. Now is the time for real conservation and 
efficiency solutions.

Lake Mead: Water Level Sinks To Lowest Level Since 1930s
Lake Mead briefly dropped below the 1,075-foot level in June. While Bureau of Reclamation 
predictions for 2016 do not include any water cuts, the risk of shortage is growing. The lake 
level is a visual indicator that we need to make significant changes.

System Conservation Pilot Project: Collectively Working for Solutions
This effort, funded by several major water users and the federal government, tests concepts 
such as reduced irrigation in the late summer and increased conservation in cities and towns. 
These are important projects that can help to protect river flows. 

Miracle May: A Short Reprieve 
Strong spring rains pummeled the Rocky Mountains and fed the basin’s reservoirs so that 
water managers were not forced to impose cutbacks. However, “Miracle May” highlights the 
unpredictability of the precipitation and the need to make the Colorado River system healthy 
and viable, regardless of the weather.

Colorado State Water Plan: Protecting Rivers By Putting Conservation First 
Colorado developed its first-ever state water plan. The 18-month process saw unprecedented 
participation from Colorado citizens and organizations. The resulting plan calls for significant 
water conservation in the state’s cities, and affirms the importance of preserving and restoring 
the state’s rivers for recreation, the environment, and local communities.

Bureau of Reclamation Moving Forward Report: Securing Our Water Future
The ‘Moving Forward’ report, released in May, offers real solutions for Western water 
challenges, with conservation and efficiency measures that reflect a consensus among urban, 
rural, business and industrial, and agricultural communities.

A Look Ahead: 2016 Colorado River Issues Making Headlines

El Niño: While the possible increase in snow and rain associated with El Niño weather patterns could 
help restore reservoirs and groundwater, experts say one wet year won’t solve the basin’s fundamental 
over-allocation problems.

US-Mexico Agreement: Environmental flows will be delivered and new habitat areas developed in the 
Colorado River Delta, as part of the five-year Minute 319 agreement signed by the U.S. and Mexico in 
2012. Meanwhile, scientists from both countries are documenting lessons learned from the historic 2014 
pulse flow in the Delta and negotiators are discussing whether and how to extend Minute 319 provisions 
in a new agreement.

Innovation: Innovation will be a priority. From the just announced Natural Resource Finance Center by 
the Department of the Interior to more pilot projects and water banking efforts aimed at stabilizing 
water management in the Colorado River system.
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Colorado River Subject Matter Experts:

American Rivers: Matt Rice, (803) 422-5244, mrice@americanrivers.org

Matt is AR’s director of the Colorado Basin Program.

National Audubon Society: Jennifer Pitt, (720) 841-5366, jpitt@audubon.org 

Jennifer is Audubon’s Colorado River Project director.

Environmental Defense Fund: Kevin Moran, (602) 694-1894, kmoran@edf.org

Kevin is EDF’s senior director for the water program. 

The Nature Conservancy: Taylor Hawes, (970) 379-8021, thawes@tnc.org 

Taylor is TNC’s director of the Colorado River Program.

Trout Unlimited: Scott Yates, (307) 349-0753, syates@tu.org

Scott is the director of TU’s Western Water and Habitat Program.

Western Resource Advocates: Drew Beckwith, (303) 601-9403, 

drew.beckwith@westernresources.org

Drew is water policy manager at WRA.
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